ZDF Enterprises celebrates its MIPCOM highlights with a full house at the traditional ‘Sundowner’

The company kicked off MIPCOM with a presentation of its current line-up. In the drama highlight THE WALL (3×90’ or 6×45’), three sisters find themselves on different sides of the political fence in a rapidly disintegrating East Germany in the late 1980s. OTILIE VON FABER-CASTELL (2x90’) tells the true story of the young woman who inherited the famous pencil manufacturing empire at the end of the 19th century. The period drama DEAD STILL (6×50’) follows a renowned memorial photographer as he investigates the murders of his recently deceased subjects. Fresh from its World Premiere Screening at MIPJunior comes the live action teen vampire series HEIRS OF THE NIGHT (26x26’). The documentary series GREAT INVENTIONS (35x50’); the nature film LOST KINGS OF BIOKO (60’), and ANCIENT SKIES (3x50’), are the latest additions to the unscripted catalogue. President and CEO Fred Burcksen took particular pleasure in presenting the two upcoming drama projects THE WINDOW and FREUD.
Joeri Jansen (CEO, Paradise Media), Edward van't Wout (Producer, 2CFilm), Susanne Frank and Viviane Richard (ZDF drama) with Beatriz Cavanillas (Marketing Manager, Inside Content).

Eva Frank (Producer) and Wolfram Wiese (Managing Director) from K22 Film with doc.station's CEO Jasmin Gravenhorst.

Jeffrey Shimamoto, U-Next with Yuliya Fischer, ZDF drama.

World Media Rights' Dean Palmer (Head of Development/Executive Director), David McNab (Creative Director) and Alan Griffiths (CEO).

Diederik van Rooljen, director of HEIRS OF THE NIGHT, with Jonathan M. Shiff, Founder and CEO of JMS.

Actor Götz Otto with Oliver Schündler (CEO, Lucky Bird Pictures) and Tom Gamlich (MD, South + Browse).

Laurine Garcia (Director of the Television Division, Reed MIDEM center) with Sylvain Faureau (Senior Director of Sales TV Division, MIP Markets) and Robert Franke (ZDF drama).

Alexandra Kling (Producer, ZDF Digital), Christine Bömmel (Senior Acquisition Manager, Red Bull Media House), Margarita Garcia (ZDF unscripted) and Kathrin Palesch (Managing Director Germany, A+E Networks).